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ABSTRACT
We describe a web services system for managing scientiﬁc simulation metadata. We show how the use of an
appropriate data model based on sets can help deﬁne operations to specify; ﬁlter; reduce or expand against a set
of simulation jobs, parameter values or even ﬁlenames.
We describe a Java-based implementation of our ideas and
discuss its implications for remotely managing and monitoring large scale scientiﬁc simulations on parallel and
cluster compute systems in a grid environment.
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1 Introduction
Many areas of science and engineering make extensive
use of computer simulation in the form of numerical experiments. Increasingly often this sort of work requires
very large quantities of data [3] and the scheduling and allocation of expensive computer cycles [5]. This situation
seems set to increase with simulation scientists needing to
manage large data sets and often being limited in their endeavours by the complexities of the management task than
by the inherent model formulation [6].
Increasingly this sort of work must take place at remote super-computational facilities or must be operated
by a group of collaborating but geographically disparate
colleagues. Web services [4] in support of numerical simulation experiment planning and operations are therefore
very useful as they provide a common platform for collaboration.
We are ourselves working on large simulations in
models in statistical physics and in the study of artiﬁcial life, but ﬁnd similar issues constrain our colleagues

working computational chemistry and biology. Although
much work has been done to advance the computational
grid concepts for accessing and scheduling remote resources [9] we have found that managing the metadata for
a set of simulations is itself a major task. Drawing from
our past experiences in writing shell scripts and other ad
hoc manual approaches to managing scientiﬁc simulation
metadata [11], we consider in this paper the problem of
providing a web services interface to an automatic management tool.
One motivating reason for creating this management
tool was the need to monitor the progress of some extremely long-running simulations. We have been researching the behaviour of the “Small-World Ising model”
under different lattice conﬁgurations [7]. In our study we
have considered three sets of discrete parameters; in all
the cross product makes for 780 discrete combinations.
We need to run at least 100 jobs (with different random
number sequences) for each of these 780 parameter combinations - making for a large operational management
concern. Each data product from a set of 100 simulation runs is approximately 1GB, including the raw data
and intermediate conﬁguration state ﬁles. Producing each
complete data product takes approximately nine processor
days on our 130-processor “Helix” supercomputer cluster. We have found it useful (in fact absolutely critical)
to develop and use a uniform naming scheme for ﬁles belonging to a given conﬁguration. It is this naming scheme
that we use to explain the features of our tool for remotely
managing the compute jobs in section 3.
A second need for our tool arises because our cluster is
shared between multiple (competing) users: the machine
is not partitioned in such a way as to allocate blocks of
nodes to one user, and it is not possible to reserve the dualprocessor nodes to jobs that will only use one processor.
This has often lead to the situation where one user’s job

consumes all the available disk space, leading to either
some jobs not starting correctly, or worse, failing midexecution and thus wasting machine cycles. Our experience has shown it is often more difﬁcult to deal with those
partially-completed jobs than it is simply to re-submit the
same job at a later time. A Web services tool that allows
remote monitoring of running jobs is useful to avoid wasting machine cycles and squeeze the most research value
from a limited resource.
A third motivating reason is the need to work with colleagues and indeed amongst our own local team with the
simulation management metadata. It is only of limited
value to work with job parameters within a conventional
spreadsheet. It is more useful to be able to interact with
the actual data sets accumulated and planned on the supercomputers and to be able to link data ﬁle metadata dynamically into a Web services interface automatically. It is
particularly valuable to be able to access status and planning information on our simulations from a mobile or remote location context WICAPUC [8].
This paper describes these ideas in the context of a prototype tool able to map metadata manipulations to actual
data objects such as ﬁles or database entries on remote
systems using Java-based [1] web services. We describe
the underlying concepts and a notation for these operations in section 2. In section 3 we describe the speciﬁc
web-services infrastructure we have built to experiment
with these ideas. We discuss some general ideas on how
such a system could be developed or customised for other
simulation metadata management tasks in section 5.
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will allow us to invoke commands (jobs) on datum. Translation operators allow us to move from different representations such as actual ﬁle names to a set of identiﬁers. Expansion operators will allow us to specify actual ﬁlenames
to be used as targets for the data. Various status operators
are also possible. Some simple example we have implemented are ﬁle size in bytes; ﬁle time-date stamp of type
“timestamp”; ﬁle existence returning a logical true/false
value.
Metadata ﬁeld extraction and pattern matching operators P" are easily speciﬁed using a pattern matching language such as the regular expressions library [12] found
in many modern programming systems such as Java. We
show how regular expressions operators can be packaged
up as web service components in section 3 below.
Our goal then is to provide a web services infrastructure that allows a smart client program (such as a Java
Applet or suitable set of plug-in script programs running
at the client side of a web browser) to remotely gather,
inspect and manipulate metadata pertaining to a set of remote partially complete ﬁles.
We have some set D of data entities which may be ordered (in a sequence) or not. It may have been built up
from different data in different locations. We want to map
a particular data set D 0 to a set of data Identiﬁers I 0 in
a one to one mapping. We then have possible operations
on the set of identiﬁers to extract summary information
from them using reduction operators, to re-expand them
into data entities or mutation operators to signify we want
some operation applied to the corresponding remote data
entities.
We imagine operations like:

2 Metadata Manipulation Concepts
The problem we are addressing can be described symbolically as follows. There is a set of data ﬁles F that either
already exist having been generated from some simulation
jobs, or are in the process of being created. We want to inspect these ﬁles and the metadata that goes with them to
help us collate the simulation data we have and need to
meet the goals of our numerical experiment. Computational grid systems nearly always work entirely in terms
of “ﬁles” [3] but it is advantageous to think of the data
model in terms of a more generalised set of datum D that
could be ﬁles or could be large binary objects held in a
relational database, locally or remotely. We consider the
set I of data identiﬁers as a set of “pure” names for our
data. In practice a ﬁle name or database entry may not be
pure- the ﬁlename or query needed to extract the data item
is nearly always impure in that it has built in some meta
data information that tells us something (extra) about the
data referred to. Members of our set Our I are treated as
pure identiﬁers but will in practice have a on-one mapping
with actual instantiations such as ﬁles or database entries.
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where we have a mutation operator:

!(i) = Date(i) > Yesterday AND Size(i) < 100kB
M
(5)
and a pattern matching operator P" which can be deﬁned
for some regular expression extraction and appropriate
conditional on some extracted metadata ﬁeld.
This describes the process of constructing the set of
generalised identiﬁers for a set of data ﬁles; the selective
ﬁltering of recent ﬁles smaller than a certain size, the expansion of the identiﬁed set of data into ﬁlenames again.
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Operations on D (equations 1 and 4) take place at the
server side, whereas operations involving I can be conducted solely inside the client.
Other reduction operators that ﬁnd the max/min of a
set, or can report on the most recent n entries in a list are
also possible and provide a means for a remote operator
to inspect simulation run progress. We can therefore expect to conduct reasoning and plan operations on remote
data while still at the meta data level. Operators can be
combined and complex manipulations such as sorting, ﬁltering by some criteria such as size; and combining by
different metadata ﬁelds can all be carried out at the client
end. Only when the ﬁnal commit is made will complex
command invocation be sent back to the supercomputer
via the web server. Communications trafﬁc is this minimised. We are trying to break up the phases so we can do
as much lazy execution as possible and handle as much as
possible at the metadata level.

#!/bin/sh
# usage: forall <file of node numbers>
#
<command to run>
for i in ‘cat $1‘
do
ssh helix$i $2
done
Scripts used to create, execute and clean up after jobs
run on our cluster must take into account the fact that temporary scratch space needs to be used, and that space may
already be consumed by another user’s job (each of our
cluster nodes has at least a dual processor which might be
allocated to another user), so may need to ﬁnd another free
area of disk.
Typically, in order to check the progress of a simulation job running on our cluster, one must either perform a brute-force search across all the processor nodes
to ﬁnd an appropriately-named directory that corresponds
to the job in question. We have introduced a further abstraction to help quickly locate running (or completed)
jobs: when jobs are submitted, their details are added to
a jobrecord text ﬁle, together with their PBS [10] job
number. We have programmed the PBS output ﬁle for
each job to print the node name on which the jobs is running. This ﬁle can be grepped for and the appropriate
node found quickly.
Managing this suite of scripts is complex, but does not
provide for easy access when one is not directly logged
into the master cluster node. Packaging up the scripts as
component operators in a web services framework adds
considerably to their ﬂexibility and usability remotely.

3 Web Services Interface
In one sense what we want is more ﬂexible version of
the ﬁle browser dialogue found in Windows and Java and
other component-based systems. We want to be able to
invoke it remotely - with suitable user identiﬁcation and
veriﬁcation. We want it to allow us to build up our data
set using generalised identiﬁers and to be able to pick out
extra information at the metadata level such as: ﬁle size;
last modiﬁcation date; and even existence. We want to be
able to pull partial data from the ﬁlenames themselves (or
database table names) and be able to use that metadata
within our system to help us deduce information about
the ﬁles or datum they contain without having to have an
application-speciﬁc ﬁle reader program. We want all these
ideas embodied in a web client with a supported set of web
service components.
We would ideally like to have a generalised toolkit
that can be customised for a particular simulation data
management task. Also ideally the speciﬁcation language
for all these component services should be a standardised
one supporting the maximal interoperability with other r
users’ developed services. Our ideals are not quite attainable yet, but we show how a prototype can be realised for
our Ising model simulation data example.
The shell script below shows how one might semiautomate a command on a compute cluster whose nodes
are named in numerical order. Of course, this script relies
on the presence of a shared home directory ﬁle system.
We are not able to store data products on the shared home
directories both due to the performance limitations of NFS
(in the presence of large amounts of network trafﬁc) and
also space considerations. All data products are stored in
per-node scratch-space directories.

Client
Enter filename mask.

1Query directory for
filenames

Server
Server queries local
2 directory

3 User selects file

listing. Uses regex to

4produce parameter

Server performs

6 remote query

(may involve further
remote operations).
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7

....

set. Select remote
5 query

Remote
cluster
nodes

Results displayed.

Figure 1: Sequence of transactions between web client
and remote management server.
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Figure 2: Specifying a regular expression allows the user to capture the variables they wish to use in posing a query to the
remote server.

Figure 1 shows the sequence of transactions between
the web client and remote management server. Users must
specify a range of parameters with which they are going
to query the remote server. In our experience the easiest way to do this is to use existing ﬁlenames containing
the parameters of interest. We do note, however, that any
suitable strings can be used. We omit the necessary (but
important) initial steps of authenticating the user and providing a secure channel for communications. The steps
are:

6. The server performs the remote query, perhaps utilising further remote operations or web services.
7. The results are displayed for the user (see ﬁgure 3).
Of course, the results can be directly used to specify
additional ﬁle in step 3).
Figure 2 shows the operation of our prototype simulation manager. The user is able to enter (or swipe from
another display, using the mouse) ﬁlenames that will act
as prototypes for the remote data set they wish to investigate.
The verbatim text below shows the original ﬁle name
of the scripts that are used to initiate the simulations under
consideration. Each ﬁle name consists of: the dimensionality of the simulation, the lattice size of each dimension,
the ‘temperature’ of the system, a probability with which
the lattice is ‘damaged’, the number of iterations that the
simulation will run for, and the random number seed that
is used for this instance of the simulation.

1. Due to Java’s sandbox restrictions against browsing
local ﬁlesystems we allow the user to query a directory local to the server.
2. The names of the ﬁles in the server’s local directory
are sent to the client.
3. The user can use standard techniques for selecting
text from the ﬁle list.
4. The user speciﬁes a regular expression (see ﬁgure 2)
to parse the ﬁlenames.

ising-3D-44-4.504-0.0001000-500kinc-934392.sh
ising-3D-48-4.509-0.0055000-500kinc-4332.sh
ising-3D-40-4.513-0.0000300-500kinc-11427428.sh

5. The user selects what type of query they wish to run
on the remote server. The system produces requests
corresponding to the set of parameter cross-products
(see ﬁgure 3).

In ﬁgure 2 the user has selected a menu option to enter a
regular expression that will be used to parse the ﬁlenames,
capturing and returning a set of parameters used to query
4

the remote server. Ellipses and lines have been added to
the screen-dump to show how the regular expression capture groups correspond to the ﬁle names in the listing.
The verbatim text below shows the regular expression
that is used to extract the pertinent details (dimensionality,
lattice length, temperature and damage probability) from
the three ﬁlenames above.

the menu. The canned options might be prepared an expert for use by other members of the simulation team as
“black box” web services. Other application-speciﬁc programs could equally well be packaged up as operators.
One problem that arises however is in managing large
namespaces for all the operators.
We have simpliﬁed the description of the architecture
of our system, avoiding reference to security issues, user
credentials and access veriﬁcation and authorisation. A
smart client program can verify credentials with server
security infrastructure separately from the main ideas we
discuss in this paper.
Java is a good prototyping technology for these ideas.
We were able to build a robust Applet client and custom
server program quite rapidly. The prototype described in
this paper represents less than a thousand lines of Java
code, yet it has proved a worthwhile investment in terms
of time saved in managing our simulations and also in
terms of lowering the fraction of compute cycles lost due
to complexity of operational management.
We anticipate that a more sophisticated program system could be built using some of the grid and web protocol packages becoming available in Java libraries. As
with many previous middleware and metacomputing efforts however, we believe the long term value will be in
the ideas and protocol standards rather than a short lived
speciﬁc demonstrator program.
Along with many other computational scientists our
traditional approach to managing simulations requires
much hand editing of script ﬁles with cuts and pastes from
directory listings. At the same time we often carry out calculations involving: total data sizes versus current disk capacity; estimated simulation completion times; and completion dates, either in an ad hoc manner (ie on paper) or
within a traditional spreadsheet. The tool infrastructure
we describe supports the concept of a “smart lab notebook” that integrates: job management; metadata inspection; experiment planning; and operational veriﬁcation.

ising-(\d)D-(\d+)-(4\.\d+)-(0\.\d+)-\d+kinc-\d+\.sh

As we are using the Java implementation of regular
expressions, the expressions in parenthesis are ‘captured’
for use outside the immediate regular expression parser.
Thus, we can use the captured expressions later in the program: for each class of parameter (dimensionality, etc.) a
set is created to hold all the discrete values of the parameter. The cross product of all parameter values is computed
and is used as inputs to the appropriate remote query engine.
Figure 3 shows a superposition of two screen-shots
from our system. The background screen-shot shows the
cross-product of all the parameters captured by the regular expression in ﬁgure 2. In the foreground window
the user has selected to test the last modiﬁcation dates of
the ﬁles with parameters matching the captured parameter
cross-products. After the query has been performed and
the server has responded, the results are displayed in the
results window. The text reﬂects the fact that the tested
ﬁles reside on a remote server (unavailable to the machine
from which the Applet is run).

4 Discussion
We have restricted this paper to cover sets of data and
identiﬁers with a one-to-one mapping. It is possible for
our system to cope with ordered sets or sequences of datum. This is useful if there are dependencies of the processing of one item in a list with another. It is simpler to
consider here however all sets to be unordered. We have
also not discussed the issue of cached copies of datum.
This is an important consideration in data grids as accessing network-nearby copy is obviously cheaper and faster
than accessing a distant copy of a bulky item. Our system
can cope with cached copies providing an extra effort is
made to give each a unique identiﬁer. This functionality
can at least be separated out by a ﬁlter component concerned solely with these efﬁciency matters that exists between a client and server and acts during conversion from
I and D.
Regular expressions have proved useful in constructing
a repertoire of suitable web services to operate on metadata. These can be deﬁned explicitly by an expert user at
the client or as a set of canned operations available from

5 Summary and Conclusions
We have shown how a set of web -services can be constructed around packaged operators to manipulate remote
metadata pertaining to large scale numerical simulations.
Tools such as Nimrod [2] and portal technologies [14] do
allow remote job scheduling on clusters and supercomputer resources. We believe however that it is important
to support an extensive collection of metadata manipulation services that allows more in depth parameter manipulation, selection and planning to be carried out at the
web services client. Additional querying services for data
dates, existence and size are also needed for a generic remote simulation management suite.
5

.....

Cross product of
parameters captured
through regular
expression

.....
Files exist on a remote server
Figure 3: A superposition of two screen-shots from our system. In the background window the cross-product of the
parameter values captured in ﬁgure 2 are shown. In the foreground window the results of performing a remote query are
shown: the remote ﬁle names and their modiﬁcation dates are shown. In this case individual ﬁles are kept on different
machines in our remote cluster.
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